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When it comes to K-12 construction projects, E&I has you covered. From new builds, to  
one-off projects and repairs, to long-term capital planning and management, E&I’s diverse port-
folio of building solutions can set you well on your way to success. Our suppliers can help you 
complete virtually any construction project while delivering quality, cost savings, and reduced 
time to completion.

E&I’s competitively solicited contracting process has been validated as complying with generally 
accepted procurement standards by the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP). 
Our portfolio of more than 125 contracts satisfies the compliance requirements of most of our 
members, but we also supplement these with select adopted contracts that have been solicited 
by Lead Public Agencies (LPAs).

When it Comes to K-12, E&I Goes Way Beyond Commodities

From flooring to roofing, and just about everything in between, E&I has a large variety of 
commodity contracts. But our portfolio also includes consulting, planning, job order contract-
ing, and project management. We can help K-12 schools and districts drive cost savings, meet 
complex schedules, and ensure the quality and consistency of virtually any construction project. 

We’ve Built the Space . . . Now What?

With your construction project finally complete, our expansive portfolio of products and ser-
vices can help outfit your buildings from wall-to-wall. This includes a wide variety of furniture 
and seating (lab, library, classroom), carpets and flooring, technology, A/V, smartboards, security 
systems, lab supplies, food service equipment, lockers turf, paint and coatings, MRO supplies, 
and more.
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From capital planning projects and renovations to JOC, furnishings, and more, E&I can 
help.
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How E&I Fits In ...

Talk to E&I
Whether you’re building brand new spaces for K-12, carrying out scheduled repairs and upgrades, or just 
looking to complete a special project, E&I can help! For more information, please visit our website or contact, 
James Lampe, Vice President, Member Success, at jlampe@eandi.org.
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Let’s be social.
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